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Noted Ensemble Joins Cayambis Music Press Artist Program
Music Publisher Adds to its Roster of Distinguished Artists and Ensembles

Blacksburg, VA: Today, Cayambis Music Press, a music publishing company 
specializing in classical sheet music from Latin America, is pleased to announce that the 
Ondas Ensemble has been added to the company’s  roster of international artists. 
Founded in Chicago in 2007, the  ensemble’s mission has been to present new and 
historic works with ties to the Americas. Its  goals are  not only to present rarely heard 
gems but also to have their programs introduce the vast panorama of Latin American 
culture. As a Cayambis Music Press Artist, the Ondas Ensemble will be  helping to 
develop a new repertoire of music for small ensembles by Latin American composers.

Due  to not only to their experience  but particularly because 
of their expertise  in performing Latin American music, the 
Ondas Ensemble brings insights and qualifications 
especially suited to this effort. Speaking for the  ensemble, 
flutist Julie  Koidin said that the artist program “sounds really 
perfect for our ensemble’s mission and seems tailor made 
for us.”

John Walker, owner of Cayambis  Music Press, said, “Joining 
forces with the Ondas Ensemble on the  development of 
new music for small ensembles will play a key role  towards 
achieving our long-term objectives. I have no doubt that our 
collaboration will prove to be quite successful.”

About Cayambis Music Press: Cayambis Music Press  is a music publisher based in 
Blacksburg, Virginia. Founded in 2013, the  company specializes in Latin American 
classical sheet music for small groups and ensembles. Currently, the company 
represents over 100 compositions by composers from 13 Latin American countries. The 
company also provides postings on its website about upcoming performances of Latin 
American music, as well as free resources related to the music of Latin America.
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